
 

 

Telstra has boldly at 

The change in strategy by Treasury Wine Estates towards a more premium portfolio is 

logical and is supported by its shift to a divisional model that separates the valuable 

Penfolds brand. The punitive duty imposed by China can be worked around but will 

take time to materialise given TWE’s previous over-exposure to the country. 

The Penfolds division requires no introduction to Australians who know the legendary 

status of this famous brand range from the super-premium Grange Hermitage through 

to the more affordable Koonunga Hill and others. 

Treasury America includes the Beringer portfolio and some brands that overlap from 

Australia like Matua and 19 Crimes. 

Treasury Premium Brands division houses TWE’s other key commercial brands 

including Wolf Blass, Seppelt, Wynns and Lindeman’s among others. 

The Penfolds pivot 

Penfolds is TWE’s jewel in the crown and could be worth around $6 billion based on its 

global potential and high brand awareness. 

China’s decision to impose a draconian duty on Australian wine for five years has 

necessitated a strategic shift. The Chinese Ministry of Commerce released its final 

determination on 29 March which imposes a 175.6% anti-dumping and countervailing 

duty rate on TWE’s Australian country of origin wine (<2 litres) imported into China. 

The economic damage was not insignificant to Australia which exported 11% of its total 

production (1.2bn litres of wine in 2019) to China prior to the change. 

Fortunately, TWE is not short of alternate export markets to offset the change and can 

realistically achieve this. Exports ex China have been growing at 8% pa, domestic sales 

have been strong due to the pandemic and overseas vintages are likely to be lower 

across key regions in 2021. 

We expect Penfolds EBITS to fall from a peak of $363 million in FY19 to under $300 

million by FY23f. Given half its peak EBITS may have come from China, finding a 

reallocation solution is crucial for future earnings. TWE’s marketing strategy has 

therefore pivoted towards a global focus on consumers, brand, education and luxury. 

TWE sees the opportunity in under-penetrated markets where the Penfolds brand 

awareness is a low 10% in the Americas and 30% in the UK compared to the 50% 

recognition in Australia. Supply will be expanded with Penfolds style and quality wines 

made in the US (Napa, California) and France (Bordeaux) but this multi country-of-

origin approach is rare and risky. 

TWE could also delay some sales rather than lower price points to clear inventory as a 

viable means of redirecting volume away from China. Fortunately, the product will 

usually get better (and more expensive) with age depending on the vintage. 

 

The target for Penfolds EBITS margins is 40-45% including investment to grow its 

distribution. The elevated marketing spend required may squeeze the margin for some 

time yet so we would expect outcomes to be at the lower end of that range. 
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Penfolds is the biggest 

value driver 

Less is more in the Americas 

Treasury Americas is likely to reset to 8.5-9.0 million annual cases from a peak of 14 million cases in 

FY19. The mix of business is moving towards premium wines and restructuring its cost base to lift 

margins towards a sustainable level around 25%. 

In March 2021, TWE entered an agreement with The Wine Group giving TWG a long-term licensing 

agreement to source and sell several commercial tier brands in the Americas. This will effectively lower 

TWE’s volume but increase its premiumisation and margin from the region. TWE will generate a one-off 

net cash inflow of at least $300 million as part of the reduction in its commercial wine volumes.  

The most positive development for TWE in the Americas is the improvement in industry-wide supply-

demand balance following a 26% fall in the 2020 Californian grape harvest compared to the peak in 

2018. 

Post divestment, TWE’s portfolio will sell around 7.6 million cases with EBITS of about $130 million based 

on FY20 results which were impacted by COVID-19. Volumes should improve as the US economy 

recovers but the cost-out program in structural savings and supply chain will be important to generate 

the margins being targeted.  TWE has restructured its operations in the Americas which will save 

approximately $35 million in FY21f. A second cost-out program to improve the supply chain is expected 

to save $75 million across the group by FY23f, some of which will flow to the Americas.  

 

 

Treasury Premium Brands 
TWE’s third division is a large volume, lower margin segment with its two biggest markets in Australia 

and the UK. The growth outlook is less clear given its large commercial wine portfolio and low return on 

capital. 

 

Investment view 
TWE is expecting FY21 EBITS to be in a range of $495-515 million which would be an increase of 33% in 

2H21 compared to the same period in FY20 at the mid-point. 

Volumes have declined for TWE over the last four years when commercial wines were 45% of sales in 

FY18 to less than 25% by FY23f. The divestment in the Americas will also see revenue decline and of 

course, the loss of Chinese sales will linger. 

TWE’s focus on premium wine brands and broader distribution, supported by more marketing, will 

create an earnings challenge for a company that is aiming for higher EBITS margins. 

The greater focus on Penfolds offers upside in the share price after the disruption from China and the 

opportunity to lift the brand in the Americas and Europe. Penfolds is worth around 60% of the 

company’s valuation so improvements in this division will be important. 

As with any wine company there are plenty of earnings risks from market competition to currency and 

tariffs as well as production issues (weather, vintage). 

After a difficult 18 months, we think earnings can stabilise and the greater focus on Penfolds can deliver 

a valuation re-rate in time. 

We begin our coverage of TWE with a Buy recommendation. 
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